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Using large-scale molecular dynamics simulations for a system of 106 particles, the response of a
dense amorphous solid to the continuous expansion of its volume is investigated. We find that the
spatially uniform glassy state becomes unstable via the formation of cavities, which eventually leads
to failure. By scanning through a wide range of densities and temperatures, we determine the state
points at which the instability occurs and thereby provide estimates of the co-existence density of
the resultant glass phase. Evidence for long-lived, inhomogeneous configurations with a negative
pressure is found, where the frozen-in glass structure contains spherical cavities or a network of void
space. Furthermore, we demonstrate the occurrence of hysteretic effects when the cavitated solid is
compressed to regain the dense glassy state. As a result, a new glass state is obtained, the pressure
of which is different from the initial one due to small density inhomogeneities that are generated by
the dilation-compression cycle.

PACS numbers:

INTRODUCTION

A common feature of the response of amorphous solids
to a mechanical load is the formation of inhomogeneous
structures that strongly affect the materials properties of
these systems [1, 2]. Such structures can be associated
with shear banding or (micro-)cavity formation and may
lead to the initiation of crack formation or a strong brit-
tleness [3–8]. Cavities are naturally formed when a liquid
is expanded such that the two-phase region of gas-liquid
coexistence is entered [9–14]. Similarly, the formation of
cavities in dilated solids, during mechanical loading, can
be considered as a process of phase separation and in fact,
for model glass formers the metastable phase coexistence
of a gas with a glass has been envisaged [15] and pre-
dicted [16]. However, a detailed microscopic insight into
the formation of cavities in amorphous solids is lacking.

Different from the liquid-to-gas transition, one may ex-
pect that the phase-ordering kinetics of the glass-to-gas
transition is affected by slowly relaxing (or even non-
relaxing) glass domains, with a strong dependence on
the history of these domains. Thus, the usual phase-
ordering kinetics interferes with very slow relaxation pro-
cesses that are associated with structural rearrangements
in the system. On a theoretical basis, this interplay be-
tween a slow relaxation process and the phase separation
process is only poorly understood. We note that, on a
continuum level, earlier studies have considered the lat-
ter issue in the framework of a phenomenological model
[17]. Recent work has explored such interplay via ther-
mal quenches of a glass-forming liquid into the two-phase
region [18, 19], investigating the resultant morphologies.
In a silicate system, novel experimental techniques have
been recently used to visualise the spatio-temporal evo-
lution of such structures during similar thermal quenches
leading to phase separation [20, 21], with the possibility
that such studies can be extended to the glassy regimes.

In our work, molecular dynamics (MD) computer sim-
ulation are used to investigate a model glass former that
is expanded towards a metastable miscibility gap where
a glass is expected to coexist with a very low-density gas.
During the expansion, the temperature is kept constant
such that the system always remains in a glass state until
the state point on the binodal is reached that separates
the one-phase from the two-phase region (cf. Fig. 1). Be-
yond the binodal, we observe the formation of cavities,
and we study their kinetics and analyze the dependence
of various thermodynamic variables as well as the struc-
ture on time.

In the context of the phase-ordering kinetics of first-
order phase transitions, different kinetic regimes can be
identified that essentially depend on the distance of the
considered thermodynamic state from the binodal of the
transition. In the vicinity of the binodal, the forma-
tion of the new phase from its mother phase is an ac-
tivated process that can be generally well described in
the framework of classical nucleation theory (CNT) [22].
According to CNT, the nucleation rate, I, is given by

I = κ exp
[
−∆F∗

kBT

]
, with κ a kinetic prefactor, kB the

Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, and ∆F ∗ the
free energy barrier for the formation of a critical nucleus.
Here, the free energy barrier ∆F ∗ is due to the competi-
tion between the free energy cost for the formation of an
interface between the phases on the one hand and the free
energy gain due to the formation of the new phase on the
other hand. The kinetic prefactor κ depends essentially
on the diffusion coefficient describing the mass transport
in the mother phase. In most cases, the timescales for
nucleation events, as described by CNT, are not accessi-
ble via molecular dynamics simulations. Further, in the
context of gas-glass phase separation, the timescale for
a cavity to emerge would also be impacted by the ex-
tremely long relaxation timescales of the glassy mother
phase. However, if one moves farther away from the bin-
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odal into the two-phase region, the barrier ∆F ∗ decreases
and eventually the description in terms of CNT is not
valid anymore. In this manner, one gradually approaches
the regime of spinodal decomposition where fluctuations
leading to the formation of the new phase spontaneously
grow instead of being triggered by an activated process.
An interesting question, in this context, is how such fluc-
tuations and corresponding timescales are determined by
the rate at which the volume expansion is done.

The goal of our MD simulation study is to under-
stand how a spatially homogeneous amorphous solid in
the two phase region becomes no longer stable, if sub-
jected to continuous volume expansion. We observe an
abrupt formation of a cavity accompanied by a homo-
geneous change of the density of the surrounding glass
matrix. When keeping the total volume of the system
constant, the kinetics of subsequent growth of the cavity
is restricted due to extremely slow structural relaxation
of the co-existing glassy material, although the system
has a large negative pressure. As the volume expansion
proceeds, the formation of cavities eventually leads to
failure and disentagration of the amorphous solids. For
each temperature, we mark the density at which cavita-
tion occurs. At temperatures below a threshold, related
to the line of mode coupling transition of the correspond-
ing supercooled liquid, the cavitation density shows lit-
tle temperature dependence. When we we compress the
cavitated solid to high densities, hysteretic effects are ob-
served and the initial structure of the homogeneous amor-
phous solid is not entirely recovered. A new glass state is
generated with small density inhomogeneities, remnant
of the cavitation process during the expansion part of
the cycle.

SETUP AND PROTOCOL

For our study, we carry out molecular dynamics simu-
lations of a glass forming 80:20 binary AB Lennard-Jones
(LJ) mixture, the details of which are given in Ref.[23].
The intereaction potential is cutoff at a certain interpar-
ticle distance Rc and a smoothing function is used to
ensure that both the potential and the forces continu-
ously vanish at the cutoff distance [24]. All quantities
are expressed in LJ units in which the unit of length is
σAA, energy is expressed in the units of εAA, and the
unit of time is

√
mσ2

AA/εAA where m is the mass of the
particles. The cutoff range of the potential is chosen as
Rc = 2.5σαβ , with α, β = A,B referring to the type of
particles considered as a pair.

We prepare the amorphous solid by instantaneous
quenches from the supercooled liquid. Most of our re-
sults are reported for a density of ρ = 1.3 where mechan-
ically stable states, i.e. with positive bulk pressure, exist
to very low temperatures. Quenches to target temper-
atures (T = 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.01) are done from

FIG. 1: Schematic diagram indicating the various paths
traversed across the T − ρ phase diagram in our numerical
experiments. (1) - quench from supercooled liquid; (2) - ex-
pansion of amorphous solid until cavitation is observed; (3)
- expansion of cavitated solid to explore low density states;
(4) - compression of the cavitated solid back to initial high
density.

equilibrated supercooled liquid states (T = 0.66) [26].
For some comparative studies, we also do simulations at
ρ = 1.2 and ρ = 1.4. In those cases, the instantaneous
quenches are done from T = 0.44 and T = 0.945, re-
spectively, where the equilibrium diffusion constants are
approximately similar to that measured at T = 0.66 for
ρ = 1.3. Such quenches correspond to the path 1 marked
in the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 1.

After the quench to the target temperature, the glass is
aged for tw = 104, before we begin our expansion exper-
iments. Once aged, we carry out the following protocol
for volume expansion. At every expansion step, we scale
up the linear size of the cubic simulation box by a fac-
tor of ∆L = 1.001 to obtain smaller densities. With the
particle co-ordinates also getting similarly rescaled, this
corresponds to an affine transformation of the system.
Subsequently, we allow the system to relax over a time
period of δt = 103, before the next expansion step is car-
ried out. Some expansions are also done for smaller δt in
order to compare the effects of the expansion rate. These
expansion steps, at fixed temperatures, follow the paths 2
and 3, as marked on the schematic diagram (Fig. 1). We
also report results from compression experiments, where
the the linear size of the box is scaled by a factor of
∆L = 0.9990, with intermediate δt = 25. This follows
path 4 in Fig. 1, with the objective of returning back to
the initial density from where the expansion of the solid
was initially started. The expansion (or compression)
protocol, described above, would correspond to ramp ex-
periments. This is thus distinct from the protocol used
in Ref. [8], where the solid was first expanded to cer-
tain strain amplitudes and thereafter the timescales for
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a cavity to emerge were obtained.
Thermostatting at any temperature (T ) is done by

sampling velocities, at every 400 time steps, from the
corresponding Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Here,
we note that our expansion process is done under ther-
mostatted conditions, unlike the micro-canonical NV E
ensemble used in Ref. [8] (with E the total energy). Due
to thermostatting, there is no runaway heating as is the
case in the NV E ensemble, due to the conservation of
the total energy E.

The MD simulations are done for a system size of N =
106 particles, using the GPU-accelerated code HALMD
[25]. For each state point that we have analysed, we do
averages over m = 10 independent trajectories.

RESULTS

Onset of cavity

To monitor the thermodynamic state of the system
during the expansion process (path 2 in Fig. 1), we mea-
sure the bulk pressure. With every step of expansion, the
pressure drops as the particles are pushed apart. After
each instantaneous expansion step, the pressure stabilises
during the subsequent waiting time δt. As we decrease
the density step by step, the pressure becomes negative
implying the presence of internal tension. At some point
during the expansion, the system can no longer sustain
the built-up tension and the homogeneous system be-
comes unstable, with the occurrence of cavitation via a
sudden increase in pressure [inset of Fig. 2(a)], similar
to what has been observed in liquids [13]. This happens
for all the configurations for the range of temperatures
that we have studied. The variation of pressure with de-
creasing density and the onset of cavitation are shown in
Fig. 2(a). We note here that the shape of the P vs. ρ
isotherms are similar to those obtained by Sastry [16] for
supercooled liquid states.

We record the density at which cavitation occurs for
each of the m runs at each temperature T . The ensemble-
averaged density for the onset of cavitation is marked on
the phase diagram obtained by Testard et al. [18, 19].
We note that the cavitation line [see Fig. 2(b)] obtained
by us lies to the left of the binodal line obtained in
this earlier work. In the case of Testard et al. [18], the
binodal line was obtained by measuring the density of
the liquid/glass phase obtained during phase separation
via thermal quenches. For us, the cavitation line marks
the occurrence of the cavity within the time window of
δt = 103 between each expansion step. We also further
observe that, at low temperatures, i.e. below the extrap-
olated MCT-line [26], the density at which cavitation oc-
curs does not differ much with T . However, as this MCT-
line is crossed, thermal effects allow for the relaxation of
local stresses built up during the expansion process, thus

increasingly delaying the emergence of cavities.
At the density at which cavitation occurs, we measure

the partial structure factor corresponding to the correla-
tions between particles of type A of the binary mixture,
SAA(q), at the end of the time window δt (for a definition
of SAA(q), see Ref. [27]). For all temperatures, we ob-
serve a similar low-q divergence in SAA(q) [see Fig. 2(c)],
indicating the formation of a phase separated state [28].

We also check whether the density of cavitation de-
pends upon the initial density of the quenched amor-
phous solid, from where the expansion process is started.
Thus, at T = 0.2, we start the expansion from two other
densities, viz. ρ0 = 1.2 and ρ0 = 1.4. Note that, for
ρ = 1.2, at temperatures lower than T = 0.2, quenched
amorphous states are unstable, i.e. they have negative
pressure. Therefore, at this density, our dilation exper-
iments are done for T = 0.2, such that we have stable
homogeneous structures as initial states. We show in
Fig. 2(d) that the onset of cavitation does not depend
on ρ0. We have checked this to be the case for the en-
semble of m initial states. Thus, the point of instability
of the homogeneous amorphous solid does not seem to
depend upon the amount of deformation undergone via
the expansion protocol.

Density of co-existing glass

For properly marking out the boundaries of the phase
diagram, knowing the density of the co-existing phases is
required. Thus, we try to estimate the density of the glass
(ρg) which is in co-existence with the low-density vapour
phase. In order to measure that, we stop the expansion of
the solid as soon as we identify that a cavity has formed
in the system. We then proceed with the usual particle
dynamics, holding the density constant at the cavitation
density, and observe how the structure evolves with time.

In Fig. 3(a), for the glassy state at T = 0.01, we see
that after the initial rapid increase of pressure, the rate of
increase slows down and nearly saturates at long times.
The evolution of the structure is also minimal, as can
be seen from the SAA(q) at early and later times [see
Fig. 3(b)]. The power-law divergence has an exponent
of 3.74 which is close to Porod’s law (corresponding to a
smooth interface) [28]. To further illustrate the evolution
of the structure, we compute the density iso-surfaces cor-
responding to ρ = 0.2 at several values of t [as marked in
Fig. 3(a)] – this iso-surface encloses the low-density cav-
ity. We see the emergence of the cavity as the jump in
pressure initiates. When the pressure rapidly increases
to release the local stresses, the cavity expands rapidly.
At later times, the growth of the cavity slows down, when
the time evolution of the pressure becomes very slow. We
note that the pressure is still negative. While the system
would like to release the residual tension to reach the non-
negative co-existence pressure, the glassy dynamics of the
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FIG. 2: (a) Evolution of pressure (P ) with decreasing density ρ for the different temperatures T = 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
0.5, with expansions starting from ρ0 = 1.3. The inset shows the rapid increase in pressure when cavitation occurs inside the
material; data is shown for T = 0.01. (b) For each temperature T , the density at which cavitation occurs is marked on the
phase diagram by filled blue squares (the data is obtained from Ref. [19]). We also mark, using empty blue squares, the density
of the amorphous solid which is in co-existence with the gas phase. (c) For different temperatures, the partial structure factor
SAA(q) after cavitation is displayed. (d) P vs. ρ at T = 0.2 for states having initial densities ρ0 = 1.2, 1.3, 1.4.

surrounding makes this process extremely slow. For com-
parison, we also show in Fig. 3(a) the time evolution of
pressure during cavitation in a liquid state at T = 0.66.
Firstly, the pressure values are much higher and unlike
T = 0.01, the jump in pressure during the formation of
cavity is smaller and also slower. Also, asymptotically,
for the case of the liquid, the system is closer to a positive
pressure state, unlike the glassy system.

As the cavity emerges, we start to measure the density
of the amorphous solid which co-exists with the cavity.
At every time of interest [marked in Fig. 3(a)], the cubic
box is divided into smaller boxes having a linear dimen-
sion of 10 diameters. The local density is calculated in
each small cube and the distribution is plotted. When
phase separation occurs, we get a bimodal distribution;

ρg corresponds to the mean value of the distribution at
high density. In the inset of Fig. 3(a), we show how
ρg evolves with the time – the glassy matrix surround-
ing the cavity suddenly densifies following the emergence
of a void. This densification process is also captured in
SAA(q), as shown in the inset of Fig. 3(b); we see that, af-
ter cavitation, the location of the peak shifts to a larger
wave-vector, indicating the emergence of a more dense
solid.

For temperatures below the MCT line, we mark this
asymptotic value of ρg in the phase diagram [Fig. 2(b)
(using empty squares)]. The dependence on tempera-
ture is similar to our cavitation line. In accordance with
Ref. [19], we also find that there is no low temperature
re-entrant behaviour in ρg as suggested by Cardinaux et
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FIG. 3: (Top) (a) At T = 0.01, (in black) evolution of pressure with time, after cavitation, if the expansion is stopped
(i.e. global density remains fixed). Also shown is the corresponding data for T = 0.66 (in blue). In the inset, the density of
the amorphous solid co-existing with the low density phase inside the cavity is shown for T = 0.01. (b) Evolution of structure
factor: SAA(q) measured at different times as marked in the main panel of (a) for T = 0.01. The inset shows that there is a
shift in the location of the first sharp diffraction peak of SAA(q) between t = 450 and t = 110000, indicating a densification.
(Bottom) Growth of cavity as a function of time: density plot showing evolution of the gas-solid interface at the above marked
times.

al. [29]. We also note that our estimates of ρg are slightly
smaller than those estimated in Ref. [19] – in our case,
the existence of one or two cavities allows for easier esti-
mation than compared to estimations from more complex
structures as is the case for Testard et al. [19].

Exploring lower density states via expansion

In order to explore the process of large-scale failures in
amorphous solids during dilation, we continue the expan-
sion process beyond densities where cavities form (path
3 in Fig. 1). We wish to investigate how larger and more
complex void spaces emerge as we continue the dilation.
In order to expedite the exploration of a large range of
densities within the simulational time scales, we resort
to using a smaller δt, i.e. a smaller waiting time after
each expansion step. Thus, we first check the effect of
changing δt. As demonstrated in Fig. 4(a) for T = 0.2,
the onset of cavitation is slightly delayed, i.e. with de-
creasing δt, it happens at lower densities ρ. Further, the
jump in pressure at cavity formation is also rounded off.
A smaller δt allows for less time for the structure to ad-
just to the expansion process, which delays the eventual

failure. This is consistent with the expectation that the
time scale for cavitation becomes increasingly smaller as
we move into the phase-coexistence region away from the
binodal line. However, for all δt, once cavitation has oc-
curred in each case, the pressure again increases with
decreasing density as the system eventually tries to at-
tain a stable state (corresponding to a positive pressure).
Eventually, the P vs. ρ curves become nearly identical
for the different δt we have explored, implying that the
eventual stable states at smaller ρ do not depend on the
rate of expansion.

For δt = 25, we travel to lower densities in the gas-glass
coexistence region. We note that at densities around
and less than ρ = 0.469, the pressure is nearly zero. In
Fig. 4(b), we show the evolution of the structure, by mea-
suring SAA(q), with decreasing ρ. To further visualise
the evolution of the structure, we show the shape of the
density field corresponding to the low-density phase that
is in co-existence with the amorphous solid (see bottom
panel of Fig. 4). We use the following colour code - the
yellow iso-surface, corresponding to ρ = 0.1, faces the
gas and the green iso-surface, corresponding to ρ = 0.2,
faces the solid. Thus, initially, at high densities we have
nearly spherical cavities emerging (cf. the snapshot for
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FIG. 4: Continuing expansion: (Top) T = 0.2: (left) evolution of pressure for different δt = 1000 (black), 100 (red), 25
(green). (Right) SAA(q) for ρ = 1.3, 1.076, 0.963, 0.713, 0.469. The inset shows the P vs. ρ data for the corresponding path
across the phase diagram. (Bottom) Evolution of density field for δt = 25, with the green and yellow colours representing
respectively the solid and gas sides of the interfaces.

ρ = 1.069). As the density is decreased, cavities merge
and take more and more non-spherical shapes (cf. the
snapshot for ρ = 0.963). Eventually, via the merger of
these enclosed spaces, a interconnected structure emerges
at lower densities (cf. the snapshot for ρ = 0.469). We
note here that in experiments, the spatial percolation of
the void space would correspond to the complete disin-
tegration of the amorphous solid.

We have expanded the system further in order to es-
timate the density where the co-existence line is crossed
in the low-density limit and a homogenous phase is ob-
served, i.e. continuing along path 3 in Fig. 1. The se-
quence of states is illustrated using snapshots of par-
ticle configurations; see Fig. 5. As we explore smaller
and smaller densities, eventually we obtain an amorphous
cluster which is in co-existence with the gas (see, e.g., the

configuration at ρ = 0.113). We note that the cluster is
not spherical in shape – one would expect that the forces
due to surface tension would lead to smoothening out the
surface of the cluster. However, because we are at low
temperatures, the structural relaxation time scales are
enormously large and therefore the interface does not re-
lax further, leading to faceted surfaces. We have checked
and found that even if we stop the expansion process and
wait for long time scales, the shape of the cluster does
not change due to the slow relaxation time scales. This
is unlike the case for the liquid state where eventually a
liquid droplet emerges to minimise the interfacial energy
[22]. Finally, we note that even at densities as low as
ρ = 0.057, the system remains phase-separated, i.e. the
homogeneous phase corresponds to even lower densities,
the exploration of which is beyond our current simula-
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FIG. 5: Sequence of snapshots during volume expansion at T = 0.2. From left: ρ = 0.963, 0.714, 0.529, 0.392, 0.113, 0.057.

tional possibilities. This is consistent with the phase dia-
gram obtained by Testard et al. [19], where we notice that
the low temperature regime in the low density binodal is
missing, possibly due to similar numerical difficulties.

Compressing the cavitated solid

Finally, we inquire how the material responds if the
cavitated solid is compressed back towards the high den-
sity from where expansion was initiated. Starting from
different low density states generated during the expan-
sion, we carry out this compression process at fixed tem-
perature (path 4 in Fig. 1). During the compression,
we choose δt = 25. Data for the corresponding evolu-
tion of pressure with density is shown in Fig. 6(a) (using
filled symbols). When the material is compressed, the
pressure continually increases, as expected. We see that,
apart from some initial regime, all these different initial
low density states follow the same monotonic isotherm
when the solid is compressed. Thus, if one considers the
full expansion-compression cycle, there is a hysteretic ef-
fect which occurs via the cavitation process – the longer
we wait before we begin the compression, the larger is
the area under the loop.

In Fig. 6 (bottom), we visualise the low density regions
inside the system, for the case where we compress the
material from ρ = 0.856. With increasing density, the
voids slowly shrink and eventually when the binodal is
crossed the voids nearly disappear; see the density field
for ρ = 1.224 in Fig. 6 (bottom). Going back to the
isotherms shown in Fig. 6(a), we see that the variation
of pressure with density becomes steeper beyond these
densities. Once we reach the initial density (∼ ρ = 1.3)
from where the expansion was started, we notice that
the pressure is slightly higher than that of the unde-
formed quenched state. In fact, the partial structure
factor [Fig. 6(b)] shows that the low-q behavior is dif-
ferent, implying that vestiges of the cavitation process
(in the form of density inhomogeneities) have remained
within the structure. The pressure thus increases to ac-
commodate this structural change. Comparing two cases
of compression beginning from ρ = 1.069 and ρ = 0.856,
we find that the degree of mismatch in structures is more

pronounced for the lower initial density.

CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the process of phase separation in a
model amorphous solid, via the continuous ramping up of
its volume. We observed that, upon crossing the binodal
line in the phase diagram, the spatially uniform glass
becomes unstable, leading to the formation of cavities.
For a given temperature, the density for cavitation de-
pends upon the rate at which the expansion is done. This
implies that the onset of phase separation is due to an
interplay between the distance from the binodal and the
time scale allowed for the structure to relax the increas-
ing internal tension during successive dilation steps. For
temperatures below the mode coupling transition line,
thermal effects seem insignificant in determining the den-
sity for cavitation to occur, at a fixed expansion rate.
However, above the line, thermal fluctuations allow faster
relaxation time scales, thus delaying the onset of phase
separation to increasingly smaller densities.

Similar to what has been reported in the context of
crystal-to-glass transitions [30], we find the possibility of
long-lived inhomogeneous glassy structures at negative
pressures. This is different from gelation in systems with
short-ranged attraction where the formation of a gel sup-
presses the onset of phase separation [31]. In the case of
cavity formation in the glass, the extremely long relax-
ation time scales of the glassy matrix surrounding the
cavities or the network of voids provide the long life-time
of inhomogeneous structures. Such glassy time scales also
lead to the formation of non-spherical amorphous clusters
at very low densities, when the solid is further expanded.
At some intermediate density, the void space percolates
through the system, which would correspond to the fail-
ure of the solid in a real experiment.

We also explored the possibility of regaining the glassy
state, if we compress the solid with cavities. We find
that a single cycle of expansion and compression leads
to hysteretic effects. There is a mismatch of structures
at the initial density from where the cycle originated –
the memory of the cavitation process is retained via the
formation of a new inhomogeneous glassy state, with a
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FIG. 6: (Top) (a) For T = 0.2 and δt = 25, evolution of the pressure with density (filled symbols) during compression,
starting from different low densities (different colors). The corresponding P -ρ data for the expansion path is shown as empty
symbols. (b) SAA(q) at ρ = 1.30 for the quenched amorphous state (in green) and the solid formed via compression starting
from ρ = 0.856 (in red) and ρ = 1.069 (in purple). (Bottom) Density plots demonstrating how void spaces decrease in size as
the material is compressed.

higher pressure, at the end of the cycle. As intermediate
states during compression, we obtain porous structures
which are mechanically stable. Thus, such expansion-
compression paths are also possible routes to form amor-
phous porous solids.

Finally, we would like to note that one has to be care-
ful when interpreting the onset of phase separation in the
framework of classical nucleation theory. As we discussed
earlier, the dynamic regime that is accessible by MD
simulations is usually associated with the early stages
of spinodal decomposition, in our case accompanied by
the slow relaxation of the glass surrounding the cavity.
A description in terms of CNT is, however, only sen-
sible if the free energy barrier for the formation of a
critical nucleus is much larger than the thermal energy,
i.e. ∆F ∗ >> kBT . In the work of Guan et al. [8], the
measured free energy barriers for the cavity to form in
a metallic glass are at most of the order of 10kBT . For
such small barriers, cavity formation cannot be treated
as an activated process, in contrast to the analysis by
Guan et al. Further analysis is needed in understanding
the cavitation in glasses, specially how barriers of phase
separation interplay with the external stresses applied

during mechanical loading.
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